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DA review
of Hasford
theft case
in progress

/ /

Berrett continues
to catalog books
By Neil Farrell
staff Writer

The San Luis Obispo County
District A ttorney’s office is
reviewing a case involving a
Central Coast author who was
found in possession of nearly
10,000 books and magazines,
some of which were taken from
Cal Poly’s Kennedy Library.

Members of Abalone Alliance spent Tuesday afternoon hanging signs on
the 15-some overpasses from Arroyo Grande to Paso Robles in protest of
Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant. The day marked the second anniver-

sary of the Soviet Chernobyl accident. Alliance member Scott Chapman
(above) said sign-hangers on the Pismo Beach exit overpass were rousted
by police in minutes for possibly distracting freeway traffic.

Academic Senate says syllabi a must
Outline should be given first week;
members reject student evaluations
By Sharon Sherman
staff Writer

By a narrow margin, the Aca
demic Senate voted Tuesday to
adopt a resolution requiring in
structors to distribute a syllabus
to students during the first week
of class.
“ We believe having one’s
policies in writing simplifies ex
plaining course policies to stu
dents who add the course after
the first day,” the Academic

Senate instruction committee
noted in its background report
on the resolution. “ It protects
the instructor from charges of
having changed his policies
midstream or of not having
stated his policies,”
Information to be included in
the syllabus is: the instructor’s
grading policy, required texts
and materials, course goals, ob
jectives and requirements, policy
on due dates and make-up work,
tentative schedule of examina

tions and policy on retention of
exams.
Enforcement of the resolution
was discussed, but Charles
Crabb, chair of the Academic
Senate, said it was not an issue
the senate had to deal with.
“ Passage of this document will
mean it gets sent to Cal Poly
President Warren Baker as a
recommendation for this to
become a campus policy,” Crabb
said. “ He will have to establish
and enforce the resolution.”
A proposal by Reg Gooden, a
p o litical science p ro fesso r,
stating that Academic Senate
members favor and support Pro
position 71, the Government

Spending Limitation and Ac
countability Act of 1988, was
also approved.
If accepted by the voters in
June, the proposition would
modify Article XIIIB of the
California Constitution which
was passed in 1979 and restricts
spending at the state and local
level. The proposition would in
crease the amount of the general
fund so as to address in a more
realistic manner the increased
responsibility of the state, ac
cording to Gooden’s report.
“ The Legislative Analyst and
Director of Finance estimate the
state’s
appropriations
limit

Auditing also hones cobwebbed knowledge

— Dorothy Dallman

By Shelly Head
staff Writer

It may be a “ small program” at Cal Poly, but
auditing classes has made a big difference to some
students.
Dorothy Dallman, the communications techni
cian in charge of audits and challenges for Cal Po
ly, said that anywhere from 50 to 100 students
audit classes each quarter.
In order to audit a class students must go to the
Administration Building, fill out a blue audit peti
tion and get the petition signed by the instructor.
“ They have the first two weeks of the quarter to
do it, within the framework of the add/drop,” said
Dallman. “ What an audit basically does is, you go
to class ... (but) you’re not required to do the
work.”
Dallman said it’s up to the instructors whether
or not they will let students audit their classes and
first priority always goes to the students taking
the class for a letter grade or credit. So if they
don’t have room in a class, professors are under no

Cal Poly university in 
vestigator Ray Berrett said his
department is still cataloging the
books into evidence.
The books were discovered in a
San Luis Obispo storage shed
when Kennedy Library officials
asked campus police for help in
collecting $3,000 in late fees ow
ed by Hasford, and retrieving
some 84 books checked out to
Hasford on his associate library
card.
When university police search
ed the shed rented to Hasford on
March 17, they found 9,816
books and magazines carefully
packed away in 360 boxes. Many
of the books are believed to be
owned by Hasford, but according
to Berrett, many have been iden
tified as missing from libraries
around the world.

See SYLLABUS, back page

Learning on the side, just for the heck of it
didn’t take the
tests and I didn’t
write the paper, all I
did was go to class
and watch the films.
But I picked up a lot
of information that
way. I think that’s
what a lot of stu
dents do.’

D eputy D istrict A ttorney
Terry Estrada Mullaney said she
couldn’t give a definite date as to
when further action would take
place against Jerry Gustav
Hasford, nominated for an
Academy Award this year for his
collaboration on the screenplay
for the movie “ Full Metal
Jacket.”

obligation to let students audit.
A professor’s signature on the blue petition is
acknowledgement that there is room in the class
for the auditor. However, before signing, “ some
instructors will ask you to promise to be there and
others will suggest that if you want maximum
benefit from the class — even though you’re not
getting graded — that you do the homework and
take the tests.”
Dallman said some typical reasons why students
choose to audit classes are: students want to
refresh their memories on the knowledge they at
tained in a previous class before going on to the
next class in a series; students want to see if they
like a course or not before they take it for a letter
grade; and/or students want to take a class that is
not in their major that they do not need to gradu
ate, just for their own knowledge.
“ You’ll get somebody that wants to try Chemis
try 439, but they really can’t afford the time to put
into it for a letter grade,” said Dallman. “ It’s not
in their major but they want the knowledge ... it
See AUDIT, back page

“ E ight-hundred of them
(books) are from libraries,” Ber
rett said. “ There are 20 to 24
libraries involved.”
Many of the identifying marks
placed on the books by libraries
have been blotted out or r e m o v 
ed, according to Berrett, making
the identification process much
slower.

Insight
page 5
Graduation — severing the
ties of iove. Many a couple has
to answ er the q u e s tio n ,
“ Should I stay or should I go?"
ALSO
Due to type-in errors, the
honorable m ention fic tio n
winner In the Cross Currents
s e c tio n
o f Poly
R o y a l’s
Mustang Daily is re-printed.
Our apologies to Ruth Hansen
fo r the mistakes.
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BETWEEN THE LINES
□ “ The accused was no small cog. He was a major criminal
against society. He committed the most heinous acts with his
very own hands, killing hundreds of thousands of people with
utmost brutality.”
Yona Blattman, who prosecuted John Demjanjuk, the man
sentenced to death fo r World War II crimes against Jews.
□ “ If you ask me, people who complain about the taste are
just trying to justify spending their money on the expensive
bottled water.”
Cai Poly senior Bill Tjaden, on the quality o f San Luis
Obispo *5 water.
□ “ We’re in the toilet.”
A state legislative aid, after hearing o f California’s expected
income tax catastrophe.
□ “ It’s like a moving target. After 2 1/2 days of calculating,
this is the best figure we’ve come up with.”
Shell Oil spokesman Bill Sharkey, saying the oil spill in the
Bay Area is eight times bigger than first reported.
□ “ Anybody who thinks it’s over before the seventh of June
is kidding themselves. I haven’t won it yet.”
Presidential hopeful Mike Dukakis, after winning the Penn
sylvania primary.
□ “ Wecan’t hit, wecan’t pitch and we can’t field.”
Frank Robinson, manager o f the Baltimore Orioles, losers o f
their first 19 games this season.
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That garbage dump called Poly
fter living for seven years in Southern Califor
nia, with all its smog and trash, San
A
Luis Obispo was, or at least what I thought would
be, a clean and refreshing change of scenery. Well,
for the most part I haven’t been disappointed.
Just the other day, however, I was sitting in the
U.U. enjoying the sun and the people as they
walked by when, to my utter dismay, a decent,
normal-looking young lady proceeded to empty the
contents of her purse all over the ground. She had
been reaching for her wallet or perhaps some
lipstick when a week’s worth of garbage overflow
ed from her portable trash compactor.
At first I chuckled to myself, figuring that she
must have been a little embarrassed. But then she
just walked away, as if she was standing in the
middle of a dumpsite and it didn’t matter that her
gum wrappers, used Kleenex and unrecorded Versateller receipts were left to pollute a previously
clean, PUBLIC place.
I became completely outraged. That same girl
probably yells at her roommates when they don’t
clean their dishes or absent-mindedly leave an
empty box of macaroni and cheese on the kitchen
counter. Yet there she was dropping artifacts of
her — most likely — boring existence for future
generations to uncover. As though she was going
to be famous one day and her snot rag was going
to be worth something.
If it was inadvertant and she didn’t realize what
happened, then I probably wouldn’t have thought
twice. But she even took the time to look down and
contemplate whether to pick it up or not. This real
ly got to me.
“ Hey! Are you sure you got it all out?!”
If you’ve ever walked through the U.U. about
noon on a Thursday I’m sure you’ve felt the same
outrage I’m talking about. 1 think there’s some
sort of contest that I’m not aware of in which
whoever can leave the most yellow cafeteria trays
and trash laying around wins some sort of prize.
t’s the same in the Snack Bar. There are these
little signs all over the place that read “ Please
Bus Your Tray.” I’ve got news for you, folks: It
has nothing to do with racial desegregation.
It’s become so uncool to throw anything in the
trash can anymore. I deposited a crumpled piece of
paper in the receptacle once and I could’ve sworn 1
heard someone laughing at me. OK, so I’m a nerd.
I haven’t realized the social graces I’m violating by
listening to Woodsy Owl.
It’s funny how people can sit for hours and toss
imaginary basketballs made of class notes into the

I

REPORTER'S NOTEBOOK

trash can. But when they step outside, the rebound
is a statistic which they don’t want to go into the
record book for.
I realize a lot of us come from metropolitan areas
where a little debris de
It’s
posited along the road
side doesn’t do much
become so
more than give the chain
gangs something to do.
uncool to
But c’mon. This is San
Luis Obispo. Cal Poly.
throw
It’s beautiful up here and
we’re supposed to be in
anything
telligent enough to know
that.
in the
The ironic thing about
all this is that Mustang
trash can
Daily is one of the more
popular items to irresponsibly discard. On any
given day one can look across campus and see a
tundra of newsprint a mile long. It’s pleasing to
know that at least peple are reading the paper, but
then I feet as though I’m contributing to the burial
of the modern world.
All I’m asking is that if you have trash in your
hands (and no comments about what you’re
reading at the moment), why not put it where it
belongs so we can all enjoy a campus without hav
ing to wade through everyone’s sh-.
James Welch, a journalism senior, is in his second
quarter as a Mustang Daily reporter. The editors
have asked him to stay on full-time because, since
his arrival, the newsroom has never looked better.
Armed with Windex and Pine-Sol, he is on a fearless
crusade to rid the office o f pimple-causing elements.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Cheers to ASI
for helping kids
Editor — Commendations are
in order for Eric Wilkins and the
ASI for their extensive research,
continued support and ability to
reach a feasible resolution in
regard to the proposed Children’s
Center. Their presentation at the
ASI-Cal Poly Children’s Center
open forum April 25 was greatly
appreciated by the parents-students and staff. The need for ad
ditional quality child care is not
only a critical concern in univer
sities, as noticed in this year’s
presidential campaigns, it has
become a major issue nationwide.
It is exciting to see Cal Poly at
the forefront of the times,
K.D. MELLOR

fe y

... and Wheelmen
Editor — The Cal Poly
W heelmen
would
like
to
wholeheartedly thank the ASI
finance committee, led by Sean
Tuite, which made a sincere ef-
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fort to alleviate our lack of ASI
funding. We are proud to now be
a budgeted group and look for
ward to strengthening our new
relationship with ASI. The
Wheelmen will work hard to en
sure that ASl’s effort does not
go u n re w a rd e d .
We e n 
thusiastically acknowledge them
as a sponsor of the upcoming
National
Collegiate
Cycling
Championships. We will make
every effort to bring the national
title home to Cal Poly and are
pleased to have ASI along for the
ride. Thanks again.
JEB THORNBURG
M u sta n g
D aily
en
courages
suggestions,
criticisms and comments.
Letters to the editor must be
dropped o ff in Graphic Arts
226.
They must be typewritten,
200 words or less, and in
clude the writer’s name and
telephone number. Letters
may be edited fo r brevity
and style.

Mustang Daily is published daily by the Cal Poly journalism department.
Unsigned editorials reflect the majority view of the the Editorial Board.
Advertising is solely for informational purposes and does not represent an
endorsement by the publisher or the university. Produced by University Graphic
Systems. Mustang Daily office is located in Room 226 of the Graphic Arts
Building, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407.
(805) 756-1143.
Advertising: Bret Goodman, Sales Manager; Ron Same, Production Manager.
Representatives: Lysa Francis, Dan Kaminskis, Stewart McKenzie, Dani
Quittner, A. J. Schuerman, Mike Vigo, Mike Weiser.
Classified Staff: Larry Bittleston, Supervisor; Kim Carlson, Kathy Conlan,
Tracy Fowler, Estelle Potter.
Circulation Staff; Darin Hershberger.
Computer Staff: Dan Malone.
University Graphic Systems: Kevin Elder, General Manager; Sandy
Kolbe, Pre-Press Manager; Tony Cerrato, Press Manager; Bill Naritomi, Asst.
Mgr. Paste-Up; John Grubb, Asst. Mgr. Electronic Immaging; Mark Ford, Asst.
Mgr. Web Publications.
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High Court: stingy parents
may be held in civil contempt

Thursday , April 28,1988

World

Proposed plastic gun-control
bill could unify lawmakers

S. Korean voters yank power
from 40-year majority party

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — A divorced parent may be
held in civil contempt and jailed for failing to pay child
support even if not proved financially able to do so, the
Supreme Court ruled in a case from California.
By an 8-0 vote Wednesday, the justices said such a
finding of civil contempt does not violate constitutional
ly protected due-process rights.
But the court said a finding of criminal contempt,
sparking a jail sentence or fine, would be unconstitu
tional without proof the parent is able to pay the child
support.
The ruling sends back to state courts a California case
in which five justices could not determine whether a
divorced father had been held in civil or criminal* con
tempt for failing to make child-support payments.
Philip and Alta Sue Feiock were divorced in Orange
County in 1976. As part of the divorce judgment, Feiock
was ordered to pay $225 a month in child support for his
three children.
After he failed to make any payments, a court hearing
was held in 1984 in which he was ordered to make mon
thly payments of $150. A second hearing was held in
1985, after Mrs. Feiock complained about not receiving
any child support from her ex-husband.
In that hearing, state prosecutors proved Feiock’s
knowledge of the earlier court order and his failure to
comply with it.
Feiock testified that he had been unable to pay the
child support.
A state judge ruled that Feiock was in contempt of
court and gave him a 25-day suspended jail sentence.
Feiock was placed on three years probation and ordered
to begin making the child-support payments or be jailed.
Feiock appealed, and a state appeals court threw out
the contempt citation.
The state c o u rts a id the state’s child-support law
creates an unconstitutional “ mandatory presumption”
that a parent is able to make the payments — thus
relieving prosecutors of proving that fact.
In sending the case back to the California courts.
Justice Byron R. White said the high court is uncertain
whether Feiock was cited for civil or criminal contempt.
One may be jailed for either form of contempt.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — After negotiations that ex
cluded the National Rifle Association and rival guncontrol groups, the Reagan Administration and police
organizations have agreed to a compromise boosting
chances for a ban on undetectable plastic guns.
Although differences over plastic gun legislation have
triggered a new and ferocious gun-control fight in Con
gress, sponsors of rival bills said Tuesday’s
breakthrough could be a unifying force for lawmakers on
all sides.
Police organizations and gun-control advocates have
insisted that a minimum amount of metal be required in
a gun to ensure detection by the magnetometers used in
airport and building security systems.
The NRA has insisted that there should be no gov
ernment-established metal standard, only a general re
quirement that any gun be detectable by existing
equipment.
The compromise takes the law enforcement approach,
and sets a minimum metallic standard.
Joseph A. Morris, director of the Justice Department’s
office of liaison, confirmed the agreement and said he
hoped “ everyone can claim victory.”
Despite these optimistic comments, however, the
general approach adopted in the compromise has been
attacked bitterly in past NRA statements as an attempt
to take guns from law-abiding citizens.
NRA officials could not be reached for comment
Tuesday on whether they would support the com
promise. But Attorney General Edwin Meese III, who at
first publicly backed the NRA’s legislative position, now
is committed to the compromise, Morris said.
The differences in the rival bills have never been in
surmountable, but they became magnified once the
plastic gun issue became the vehicle for the latest debate
over whether the government should control handguns.
Almost lost in the bitter struggle was that everyone
embroiled in the dispute expressed the same goal: mak
ing sure potential terrorist weapons of the future will
never be smuggled onto airplanes or buildings with se
curity requirements. Plastic guns are not yet in produc
tion in this country, but there is general agreement the
technology exists.

Senior Portrait Time!

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — Voters stunned the
governing party in a national election by stripping it of a
parliamentary majority for the first time in South
Korea’s 40-year history.
President Roh Tae-woo, who took office in February,
said the big gains by opposition candidates in Tuesday’s
National Assembly races would make it difficult for him
to govern.
Stock prices plunged to record lows after the upset.
After election results were announced, the composite
stock price index fell 24.58 points to 620.1. The previous
record drop was 21.69 on Feb. 26.
Final returns released today showed that 164 can
didates from three main opposition parties were assured
of seats in the 299-member National Assembly. Roh’s
party won 125 seats, independents captured nine and
one race still was undecided. Earlier returns, based in
part on projections, had 166 opposition seats and and
123 governing party seats.
The previous National Assembly had 276 seats — 160
held by the governing party and 87 by the three main
opposition parties.
The election was the first test of public confidence in
the Roh government, which in December narrowly won
the country’s first direct presidential elections in 16
years.
Balloting was marred by violent demonstrations that
left at least two people dead. Protesters backing opposi
tion candidates marched in the streets, battled riot
police and accused Roh forces of vote tampering. Scores
of protesters were detained.
Roh said the election “ has left many things for us to
think deeply about, but I would humbly accept the out
come and do my best to fulfill my promise to the peo
ple.”
Roh won the presidency with just 36 percent of the
vote when the two main opposition leaders, Kim Daejung and Kim Young-sam, ran separately and split the
anti-government vote in December.
Both Kims won seats in the National Assembly on
Tuesday.
Kim Dae-jung’s Party for Peace and Democracy
emerged as the strongest opposition force with 70 seats.
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The Birthstone for April is Diamond, and to
celebrate, All That Glitters is offering their
spectacular array of unset diamonds at very
special savings. Your loose stone can then
be set by our experts in one of many beauti
ful mountings or in the ultimate expression
of you, an original custom design.
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\bur guide to diamond quality and value.
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IBM PS/2 BONANZA
Package 1 - PS/2 Mod 25 Collegiate:
640 KB Memory, 8086 processor, two-3.5"
floppy drives (720KB), serial and parallel port,
multicolor graphics array (MCGA) 64 shades of
grey, enhanced keyboard. High res. 12" mono
chrome display. Mouse. DOS 3.3, Microsoft
Windows 1.04, Microsoft Word 4.0. (1 yr. war.)

Package 2 - PS/2 Model 30:
640 KB Memory, 8086 processor, 20MB hard
disk, one-3.5" floppy drive (720KB), serial and
parallel port, multicolor graphics array
(MCGA), enhanced keyboard. 12" monochrome
.display or 12" color display (both high res.).
Mouse. DOS 3.3, Microsoft Windows 2.03,
Microsoft Word 4.0. (1 yr. warranty).

Package 3 - PS/2 Model 50:
1 MB Memory, 80286 processor, 20MB hard
disk, one 3.5" floppy drive( 1.44MB), Micro
Channel Architecture, serial and parallel port,
video graphics array (VGA), enhanced key
board. 12" monochrome or 12" color display
^(both high res.). Mouse. DOS 3.3, Microsoft
Windows 2.03, Microsoft Word 4.0. (1 yr. war.)

Suggested El Corral
IBM
RetailPrice: Price:
BONANZA
Price:

$2,378

$1,338

$1,146

$3,309

$1,949

$1,684

$3,744

$2,119

$1,928

$4,609

$2,719

$2,424

□

$5,044

$2,999

$2,680

□

$549

$379

$357

□
Monochrome:

□
Color:

□
Monochrome:

□
Color:

Proprinter II:
Dot matrix, high-speed draft or near-letter
quality. Single sheet, form and envelope feed.
(3 mo. warranty).

... prices you *ve never seen before.

See your El Corral Bookstore representative for details.
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Will you still love me after graduation
By Karen N. Smyth
Boy A meets girl B at Cat Po
ly. They date awhile and upon
graduation they marry and the
happily ever after.
The story might sound familiar, but to
day’s students may notice a difference in
the endings that occur. Relationships
developed during college years have taken
a new direction as partners stare into the
eyes of graduation.
In an ideal situation, the boyfriend and
girlfriend will get jobs in their desired field
and locate themselves in the same area, or
areas close to one another. However this is
not the norm. All majors are not created
equally, and neither are the opportunities.
Twenty years ago, it was given that the
woman would be the one to make the
compromise if an ideal situation was not
possible and the couple was seriously
committed to each other. The couple
would marry and the wife was expected to
follow the ambitions of her husband. The
wife would assume the role of a full-time
homemaker or accept a job that was less
than her degree gave her credit for until
something better came up.
Economic pressure and the aftermath of
the women’s movement have changed all
that. Becoming a full-time mother or
choosing a job only because it keeps with

the husband’s schedule of has lost its ap
peal for many women. More women in col
lege are seeing that they should have the
same opportunities that men have. They
regard their education as an investment
that will pay off in the form of a successful
career. It is because of these feelings that
relationships break up or are put on hold
indefinitely or, in some cases, men make
the compromise for the sake of their
g ir lf r ie n d
or
w ife.

Sociologists Alexander Astin and Ken
neth Green of the Higher Education
Research Institute at UCLA found that
the women’s movement has had the most
influence on college students in the years
since 1966. Their studies surveyed the at
titudes of 6 million students from more
than 1,000 campuses, from 1966 through
1987. Astin and Green say that “ the
women’s movement has penetrated every
aspect of college life. Its impact is not

diminishing. Women will surely never go
back to where they were two decades
ago,’’
Elizabeth Daymond, a graduating senior
journalism major said that her career
would come first before the location of her
boyfriend. “ i’ve got to become me before
I can become half of us. It’s not fair for
him to expect me to give up what I work
ed for.’’
Suzanne Sugimoto, a senior speech
communication major, said that breaking
away after college to follow career goals
would probably be a beneficial test of the
relationship.
But another student had a different
view. Heather Knutsen, a senior in
physical education, has been dating her
fiance for a year and a half. The couple
plans to marry this September. Knutsen
said that if she were given the offer of a
dream job in another part of the state, she
would rather try for something in the
same area as her husband and his career.
Fred Stultz , a professor in
the
psychology and human development
department, said that the conflict of
whether to pursue individual ambitions or
to stick together is common, and not
isolated to couples on the eve of gradua
tion.
“ It can be seen as a precursor to what
established married couples experience
See COUPLES, page II

Coming of age
By Ruth Hansen
ary Lou was not going to be put off that easily. She
positioned her bulk onto her good hip and, seizing her
walker, chased Hal into the kitchen. Hal stopped ripp
ing open the package of Pops Pork Rinds and
looked up at her. He knew he was in trouble. Mary Lou never
moved that quickly, in fact, she hardly ever moved at all. Hal
glanced at the clock. Damn, he thought. Sheila wasn’t due to
arrive for another 10 minutes; he’d have to stick this one out'
alone.
“ Hilda called today,’’ Mary Lou repeated. Hilda and Mary
Lou had been friends since grade school. (They had grown up
together in Kentucky and had run away together when they
were 17 to marry Navy men.) Mary Lou and her husband had
then moved to San Diego while Hilda and her husband had been
stationed in Hawaii. Hilda’s husband had been killed in the
bombing of Pearl Harbor but she had never left Hawaii. She
said Kentucky was a trap and if she went back there she’d never
leave again. Mary Lou didn’t remember much about Kentucky;
all she remembered were the horses that used to run in the vivid
green fields behind her parents’ house. The fields were all lined
with white fences that formed bars across the land,
“ O h,” replied Hal. “ What did she have to say?” The door
behind Hal suddenly swung open and a woman of medium build
with short brown hair and round glasses entered. She turned
and looked sternly at Mary Lou.
“ Mom, what are you doing standing in the kitchen?” she
demanded.
Mary Lou could see that there was no point in telling anyone
about Hilda’s offer to fly her to Maui. She wasn’t allowed to
cook her own meals much less fly off to another part of the
world. Mary Lou allowed Sheila to help her back into her posi
tion in front of the television set. Somehow, Mary Lou thought,
she was going to Maui. Hell, Mary Lou had never been on vaca
tion before and at 67 she knew if she didn’t go soon she wouldn’t
go at all.
Mary Lou stared at the gold-green pattern of the loveseat, her
mind whirring in a flurry of activity. That was it, her old maiden
aunt, yes, San Francisco wasn’t that far. They wouldn’t like it,
she’d have to fight, but she could probably get them to let her
go that far. “ Them” were her children. They were petrified of
their mother’s seemingly wild ways. They didn’t trust her. It
was almost as if she were crazy instead of having a bum hip.
“ Mom!” they would cry in unison. “ You’re 67 for pete’s sake,
you have six grand children — can’t you act a little dignified.”
Mary Lou didn’t know who Pete was but this statement was
standard. They told her this when she had wanted another glass
of champagne at Gerald’s wedding, when she had sat herself
down in a wheelchair at Hanna’s reception so she could “ get
down and dance” as she said, and also the time they had caught
her in the bathroom after Hal’s poker night trying one of his
cigars.
All Mary Lou’s children were respectable and responsible just
like Hal. They tolerated her stories about her wild times with
Jason, her first husband. How they’d belonged to a motorcycle

club up until the time of his accident. Now Jason sat in that
damn home and stared at the walls not knowing who he was or
why he was there. Looking at her walker, Mary Lou knew Jason
would be ashamed of her for letting others run her life when her
mind was still so sharp. If he were here he would never have
given up. Yes, San Francisco, that would be her way out. Hal
wouldn’t care where she went.
“ Sheila,” she called into the kitchen. “ Your Aunt Beth called
today,” she lied. “ She would like me to fly down and act as a
witness for her will. I’m going to call the travel agent tomorrow
and make reservations for next week.”
Mary Lou heard a loud crash from the kitchen. “ Mom, you
can’t just go flying off on Aunt Beth’s every whim! She knows
you are not well enough to travel!” Sheila peeked around the
corner of the kitchen into the half-lit living room. Mary Lou’s
hair was a lovely shade of auburn, Loreal 190. If she were
careful to sleep on it carefully she could make it a week without
brushing it or going to the hairdresser. Sheila noted that her
mother would need to go soon, she had a bit of a wisp coming
loose in the front. Sheila’s thoughts then returned to the present
problem. Her mother looked so earnest that Sheila softened a
bit. “ I’ll tell you what Mom, I’ll go with you.”
“ Now Sheila, you know you can’t leave Chuck and the kids
alone for a week. They need you.” Sheila paused to think about
this for a moment.
“ I’m sure Chuck could manage to feed himself and the kids
for a week,” replied Sheila.
And I’m sure 1 could manage without you for a lifetime,
thought Mary Lou. One would never know this child cried on
her first day of kindergarten. If somehow, thought Mary Lou,
she could give Sheila the slip at the airport, perhaps she could
get on a flight to Maui before she noticed. If she carried a small
bag with just her essentials she could buy everything else she
needed when she got there. Hilda had said that they would just
sit in the sun and drink huge drinks with umbrellas in them just
like the ones on Fantasy Island.
Mary Lou stared straight ahead at the television set. Wheel of
Fortune was on. “ Sure,” she said. “ 1 guess we both could go.”
“ I’m glad you’re being so logical Mom, you know you can be
so unreasonable. Sometimes I think you’re capable of doing
anything. I’m surprised you haven’t suggested hopping a plane
to visit Hilda. Too bad 1 hate Hawaii, besides, we’ve never met
Hilda and we already know she was a terrible influence on you,
getting you to marry Jason.”
Sex appeal, thought Mary Lou, was something Sheila would
never understand. Sheila even hated sex. No matter, she would
get to see Hilda.
The commuter flight between San Luis Obispo and San Fran
cisco was small. The plane only seated 18 and it sounded to
Mary Lou, like her microwave oven. She noticed with satisfac
tion that the pilot was a woman. Mary Lou pulled out a small
hand mirror and examined her face. Despite her weight she was

still a very attractive woman. Mary Lou never noticed her age
lines. Sheila had gotten upset that morning because she thought
Mary Lou was wearing too much purple eyeshadow. Mary Lou
loved purple, she kept it on, all of it.
Luckily, Sheila had not managed to get a seat near Mary Lou.
This left her free to plan and manipulate. She turned to a young
woman of about 22 who was sitting in back of her. “ That
woman there,” she said pointing to Sheila, “ is very strange and
wants to help me off the plane and onto my next flight. I’m go
ing to Maui you know, anyway, I don’t want her to help me.
She’s very different.” The young woman looked at Sheila, she
did seem very nervous, perhaps she wanted to take advantage
of this lady.
“ I’ll help you,” the young woman said brightly.
“ Thank you,” said Mary Lou.
Mary Lou looked down at the Luau Airlines ticket, Maui,
drinks with pink umbrellas in them, Hilda had said. When the
plane landed Mary Lou hurriedly gathered up her bag. She
grabbed the young woman’s arm and yelled back at Sheila that
she would, “ meet her in the bathroom.” Sheila cringed. Her
mother could be so vulgar.
The young woman helped Mary Lou down the steep steps of
the plane and a gentleman with an empty wheelchair waited for
her at the bottom. She told him that she had a connecting flight
that left in 20 minutes. “ I’m going to Maui, you know,” said
Mary Lou. “ But first I need to go to the restroom.”
Once Mary Lou was inside the restroom she carefully set her
walker outside one of the stalls. That should slow Sheila down
she thought. She won’t look for feet for a few minutes. Mary
Lou then hobbled back outside where her wheelchair awaited.
“ Put it in high gear!” she hollered.
A few moments later Sheila stepped into the restroom. Sheila
hated airport restrooms, they were so dirty. Absolutely un
sanitary. As she glanced in she saw Mary Lou’s walker. “ I’ll be
outside, Mom,” she called.
Shela walked over to a nearby observation window and stared
out at a large DC-10 in the distance. She thought it said Luau
Airlines on the side, stupid name, she thought. Probably serves
drinks with those big umbrellas stuck in them. She .saw a
woman with red hair about her mother’s age climbing on board,
she knew her mother had always wanted to go visit Hilda. It
was too bad she was so old and so ill. Sheila turned and headed
back into the bathroom. Her mother must have gotten herself
into some new predicament.

This short story won honorable mention in Cal Po
ly’s seventh annual creative w riting contest. It was
first published in the Poly Royal 1988 edition of
Mustang Daily. It is being reprinted to correct
typographical errors which were accidentally in
serted into the first publication.
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Winning Olympic time trials: ‘Dream come true’
By Shelly Evans

m

staff Writer__________________________________

San Luis Obispo residents had
reason to cheer Sunday when
hometown man Mark Conover
won the Olympic maration trials
in Jersey City, N.J.
A Cal Poly master’s graduate,
Conover, 27, had raced only one
other marathon. In nearly “ hur
ricane conditions,” he finished
third at the California Interna
tional Marathon in Sacramento
in December with a time of two
hours, 18 minutes and three se
conds, fast enough to qualify him
for the Olympic trials time of
2 : 20:00 .

Quickening his time by almost
six minutes, he won the Olympic
trials in 2:12:25.
“ It’s a dream come true,”
Conover said. “ Every runner
dreams of being an Olympian.
I’m not only an Olympian, but I
won the Olympic trials.”
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A two-time NCAA Division II
cross-country champion and
10,000 meter-champion while at
tending Humboldt State from
1979-83, C onover was so
unknown prior to winning the
marathon that his name was not
listed on the official program.
“ I felt 1 was one of 15 or 20
guys who could make the team,”
Conover said, adding he never
expected to take first place. “ I’ve
had some success at the
10,000-meter run, but my coach
and I felt I had an energy-effi
cient running stride that could
go the distance of a marathon.
Efficiency is the key variable in
running that distance.”
At the 18-mile point in the
race, Conover and second-place
finisher, Ed Eyestone, were far
ahead of the other runners. Con
over said he knew at this point
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he would be in the top three.
“ When we hit 23 miles, I felt a
surge of adrenalin,” Conover
said. “ That’s when 1 put a gap
between me and Eyestone. He
couldn’t keep up.”
Of the 108 runners who started
the race, 77 finished, race of
ficials said.
Conover won $50,000 for
finishing first place. The money
will be put in a trust fund handl
ed by the Athletics Congress and
thus will preserve his amateur
status.
Once the race finished, Con
over said he was crowded with
press interviews for the next two
days. He returned to San Luis
Obispo Tuesday after being in
terviewed by such media as
CNN, Sports Illustrated, and the
Los Angeles Times.
Conover, who received his
master’s degree in city and
regional planning from Cal Poly
in 1987, said he received much
support from his department
throughout his training process.
“ I’ll stay in San Luis to train
for the Olympics,” Conover said.
“ This is where my buddies are.
“ I have a workout schedule I’ll
keep doing,” Conover said.
“ Some days I run really hard,
some days it’s easy. It’s geared
toward preparing me mentally
and physically for a marathon.”
Conover said he will concen
trate on some special training for
the Olympics which open Sept.
15 in Seoul, South Korea.
“ It’s supposed to be hot and
humid in Seoul,” Conover said.
“ I’m going to try some heat type
of training. If it doesn’t get real
hot this summer. I’ll run in
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sweats. I’ve also heard that
Seoul is pretty flat, so that will
be good for running.”
Conover, coached by Jim Hunt

the race with the help of the
Monterey County parks depart
ment, which has helped in get
ting all the sponsors for the race.
A committee of recreation ad
ministration and physical educa
tion
majors
organized
the
logistics and administration of
the race. About 300 volunteers
are also involved.
Rick Van Horn, recreation
administration senior and public
relationas chairman of the
triathlon, said the races are
designed to be family-oriented.
There are 11 different divisions
for runners in the races and
within those divisions there are
m en ,
w om en
and
co -ed
categories. “ I hope that this will
be able to include as many people
as possible,” Van Horn said.
All race finishers will receive a
T-shirt.

;

out of Jackson, Calif., said that
he plans to relax for the next two
weeks before returning to training.

••••••

The first place winner of the
lOOK race will receive $1,500; se
cond place, $800; and third, $500.
For the 25K winners, the top
three male and female winners
will get special awards, the top
division finishers will receive
plaques, and the first 100
finishers will receive posters.
“ The neat thing about the
poster is that it is being divided
up four ways and each year the
next part of the original design
will be used to promote the
race,” Van Horn said. In 1991
the poster series will be com
pleted.
Van Horn said the triathlon
keeps improving. “ The recreation
majors have been putting on this
triathlon for the past couple of
years and it just keeps becoming
a higher quality race each time
it’s put on,” Van Horn said.
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Three participants in the
Ironman Triathlon will be com
ing to the area this weekend to
compete in a local triathlon.
The sixth annual Wildflower
Festival and Triathlon will take
place Saturday and Sunday at
Lake San Antonio, near Paso
Robles.
The triathlon, ranked as one of
the top 10 triathlons in the world
for 1988 by Triathlete magazine,
will have both a 25K and a lOOK
race. A 25K race designed for
people who run, bike and swim
mostly for their own health will
take place on Saturday. Sunday’s
lOOK is for more serious, com
petitive athletes.
Cal Poly’s recreation ad
ministration club is putting on

Discounts given to those who apply in groups of 3 or 4
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School, Navy argue
over contract cost
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — An audit shows that the University
of Arizona must repay nearly $400,000 it overcharged the U.S.
Navy as part of the school’s largest federal research contract.
However, university officials dispute the findings and say
the Navy owes the school close to $600,000.
The contract, now in its eighth year at the university, pro
vides alcohol-and drug-abuse counseling programs for naval
installations around the world.
The federal audit, obtained Tuesday by the Tucson Citizen,
says the overcharges occurred from 1981 to 1983 and it
substantiates claims made by a former university business
manager for the contract, who was fired from her job in 1985.
Navy officials in San Diego declined comment on the audit
because the case is still under investigation.
Mary Jane Voorhecs claimed she was dismissed because she
raised questions about how the contract was being ad
ministered.
Voorhees, who filed a $360,000 lawsuit against the universi
ty for losing her job, settled out of court last year for $40,000.
At the time, Voorhees claimed the university was misusing
funds by charging the Navy for hours not worked and placing
employees on the contract’s payroll who did not work for the
program.
Those claims led to an investigation by the Naval In
vestigative Service, which then requested the audit by the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
The audit found that $391,435 the UA charged the Navy
from 1981-83 was not justified; $129,000 for travel costs were
transferred to other accounts off camous despite an agreement
with the Navy not to do so; operating expenses from the cam
pus — including $1,682 in toilet paper and blank copy paper —
were transferred to various naval sites; and $77,331 in salaries
and wages from the UA Department of Family and Communi
ty Medicine were charged to the contract even though “ little
or no effort’’ was performed under the contract by those
employees.
In addition, the audit showed that salaries paid to depart
ment employees were also charged to the contract in exchange
for $106,724 in computer equipment purchased by the
department and $27,933 in supplies for the department were
charged to the contract but were not used for the program.

4 may face prison
for toxic dumping
SAN JOSE (AP) — Two of
ficers and two employees of a
Menlo Park painting company
could face fines and prison
sentences if convicted of violati
ng state hazardous waste laws in
a case described by prosecutors
as “ midnight dumping’’ of toxic
materials.
Tollner Painting Inc. president
Raymond Tollner, 40; vice presi
dent Stephen Tollner, 42; and
employees Frank Tollner, 45, and
Lawrence Roach, 41, were ar
raigned on six felony and three
misdemeanor charges each on
Tuesday in Santa Clara County
Superior Court.
Lawyers for the Tollners said
the company believes there is no
basis for the criminal charges.
The charges stem from the
discovery of three illegally

dumped piles of barrels of flam
mable and toxic paints, thinners
and solvents in a vacant, cityowned lot in San Jose last
December.
The lot was near residential
areas.
The grand jury indicted the
company and the four men after
a 3 1/2-month investigation by
the San Jose Fire Department,
the county district attorney’s of
fice and the state Department of
Health Services.
Early on, investigators said,
they found marks on the barrels
that linked them to Tollner
Painting but had no proof that it
was the company that dumped
them on the vacant lot.
But after the probe was
publicized, investigators said
they got more leads, which led to
the grand jury indictment.

Alleged terrorist on trial

Robber waives extradition
LOS ANDELES (AP) — A
man believed to be affiliated with
the Italian terrorist group Red
Brigade waived extradition to
Arizona Wednesday during a
brief appearance in Municipal
Court.
Robert “ Sam’’ Conn, 28, look
ed disheveled in a gray T-shirt
and blue jeans when he was call
ed into court with five other
fugitives appearing on unrelated
extradition matters.
Conn was arrested by Los
Angeles
Police
Department
Fugitive Detail detectives in his
West Los Angeles apartment on
Tuesday, said Detective Harry
Didion.
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All three, believed to be af
filiated with the Red Brigade,
were sentenced to five years in a
French prison, but were released
from custody in 1985.

Authorities in Maricopa Coun
ty, Arizona, allege Conn, con
victed of breaking into a gun
shop and stealing 60 weapons,
later used one of the stolen guns
in a robbery.
He was awaiting trial on that
charge when he fled Phoenix in
1981, Didion said.
Conn is also wanted by Belgian
authorities, police said.
Didion said Conn and two
brothers, Jeffrey, 32, and Steven,
31, were convicted of a series of
bank holdups in France.

Robert Conn was deported to
Italy and his brothers to the
United States. But the younger
Conn went to Belgium where he
allegedly committed several bank
robberies before moving on last
year to Canada and then the
United States.
Belgian authorities advised the
U.S. Marshal’s office they had no
immediate plans to press for
Conn’s extradition on the bank
robbery charges.

Set Yourself Apart...
next year,
enjoy quiet and privacy at

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
woman who took the state bar
exam for her then-husband after
he flunked says he got off easy
with a sentence of three years’
probation and 500 hours of
community service.
Morgan Lamb, 35, of Los
Angeles, was sentenced Tuesday
for his January conviction on
three felony counts of forgery
and false impersonation.
“ I d o n ’t see how any
reasonable judge could not give
him a jail term,’’ said his former
wife, Laura Beth Salant, who
was pregnant when she passed
the test for him and contended
he bullied her into taking the ex
am for him.
“ But then it’s not reasonable
to expect that Morgan Lamb
would tell the truth about what
happened,’’ she said.
Salant, 32, was put on proba
tion last year after pleading no
contest to two felony false im
personation counts.
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He surrendered peacefully and
detectives found no weapons at
his apartment, he said.

Wife says bar
exam cheater
got o ff easy
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Jewish leaders want
to nix Jackson clash
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Local
Jewish leaders want to meet with
the Rev. Jesse Jackson before
the June 7 California primary to
avoid clashes like those that oc
curred in New York, but some
say it may be too late.
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Rabbi Alan Freeling of the
Reform University Synagogue
said Tuesday that Jackson’s
California campaign officials
have indicated a meeting may be
scheduled during the first two
weeks in May.
“ We are moving forward to see
if there is an opportunity for a
dialogue as early as possible,”
Freeling said. “ Obviously, there
are those people who feel it
would be a waste of time. They
are stuck in a place where I’m
trying to loosen things up.”
Jackson has long been criticiz
ed by some Jewish leaders for
once referring to New York as
“ Hymietown” and for his rela
tionships with Yasser Arafat of
th e
P a le s tin e
L ib e r a tio n
Organization and Black Muslim
leader Louis Farrakhan.
Jackson has apologized for the
remark and distanced himself
from Arafat and Farrakhan, but
New York Mayor Ed Koch
reignited the controversy this
month during the New York
Democratic presidential primary,
when he told Jews they would be
“ crazy” if they voted for
Jackson.
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Jackson lost to Massachusetts
Gov. Michael Dukakis in New
York and again Tuesday by a
more than 2-1 margin in the
Pennsylvania primary. However,
Jackson said his campaign re
mains alive. Campaign officials
said he will fight hard in Califor
nia, where he plans to spend 25
days in May.
Ann Lewis, an official in
Jackson’s campaign, said she
supports the idea of Jackson
meeting with Los Angeles Jew
ish leaders, although she didn’t
know if he will agree to such a
session.
“ Our experience has been that
when Jesse Jackson com 
municated with people, everyone
gains,” she said.
Freeling said he wants to get
beyond the past animosity and
deal with the issues.
“ What I’m looking at is those
issues on his social agenda and
those issues important to the
Jewish social agenda, and where
they coincide and differ,” Freel
ing said.
But Rabbi Abraham Cooper,
associate dean at the Simon
Wiesenthal Center, said it’s too
late to mend fences with
Jackson.
“ Since 1984, Reverend Jackson
has had a very long period of
time to work at mending fences
with the American Jewish Com
munity,” Cooper said. “ On a
practical basis, he has not done
much.”

Club says TV
commercial is
endorsement
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Praise from the Sierra Club was
cut from a television campaign
commercial for Sen. Pete Wilson
after the environmental group
said the message falsely in
dicated an endorsement of the
incumbent Republican.
The television ad seen in the
Monterey-Salinas area during a
weeklong test run quotes a 1984
letter from the club to Wilson
thanking him for supporting
legislation that added 1.7 million
acres to state wilderness land.
The campaign commercial says
Wilson fought developers when
they threatened the natural
beauty of San Diego, where
Wilson was mayor during the
1970s. He cited his opposition to
offshore oil drilling proposals
favored by the Reagan Ad
ministration and mentions his
support of the 1984 wilderness
bill.
The commercial ends with the
words “ For the wilderness bill,
wrote the Sierra Club of
America, ‘Thank you. Senator
Wilson.’ ”
Sierra Club officials said Tues
day they object to the use of
their name in political ads by
candidates they have not en
dorsed.
“ It’s the sort of thing where
people aren’t always listening
that closely to commercials, and
they hear ‘Sierra Club’ and
mistake it for an endorsement,”
said Joanne Hurley, the club’s
national public affairs director.
The environmental group has
yet to endorse either Wilson or
his Democratic challenger, Lt.
Gov. Leo McCarthy.
Otto Bos, Wilson’s campaign
manager, said Tuesday the of
fending language will be removed
from the commercial. But Bos
said Wilson was angered by the
club’s reaction to the commer
cial.
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$800 million income tax shortfall surprises state
SACRAMENTO (AP) — The surprise $800
_______
. __
___L
__________________ i j
million state •income
tax
shortfall,
which could
cause substantial cuts in spending, may be due to
tax effects of the October 1987 stock market crash.
“ It was a surprise to us, yes,” Lois Wallace,
spokeswoman foi Gov. George Deukmejian’s Fi
nance Department, said Wednesday. “ It was a
surprise to everyone.”
Finance Director Jesse Huff, who had said Mon
day that revenues were coming in about as
predicted, the next day declared that revenues for
the personal income tax were as much as $800
million below predictions after the Franchise Tax
Board opened taxpayer returns containing checks.
_: i i : ______

tant
budget
panel.
tant
forfor
thethe
budget
panel.
«tr?____ i___ i_. _______ aI__ a aI____
__i___________
“ Everybody agrees that there is a shortfall,
but
the reasons are a little more obscure,” Larson said.
“ Some say it could be the impact of the stock
crash; others say it was the way in which the state
conformity to the federal tax laws was handled.”
One year ago, fiscal experts were surprised when
tax revenues came in $1.7 billion more than
predicted. That was attributed to taxpayers reac
ting to the federal income tax changes by selling
property and taxes in the end of 1986 to take ad
vantage of lower capital gains tax rates.
The state could not spend all of that increased
revenue.

But Wallace cautioned that the figure is “ only
__ - a._______ » » ____i ___ i j _i______ ______________ !_*
half of the
picture” and could change either way in
the next few weeks *as the FTB opens the rest of
the returns — those that get refunds.
“ If refunds are higher than what was antici
pated, that number can go up. If they are less, it
can go down,” she said.
Legislative budget writers, who are in the middle
of going through Deukmejian’s proposed 1988-89
budget, will have to adjust their work.
The Senate Budget and Appropriations Com
mittee may have a hearing next week with the
Senate Revenue and Taxation Committee to
discuss the issue, said Steve Larson, chief consul
I__i r
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U.S. needs to up competitiveness
ATLANTA (AP) — Produc
tivity and competitiveness must
be revitalized for the United
States to retain its position as a
global economic power, according
to participants in a Consultation
on Competitiveness at the Carter
Presidential Center.
C. Jackson Grayson, chairman
of the American Productivity
Center in Houston, said the
United States is the most pro
ductive nation in the world, but
it had only a 1 percent gain in
productivity in 1987, the lowest
am ong m ajor W estern in 
dustrialized countries.
“ When a nation loses its pro
ductivity leadership, it’s not long
before it loses its economic
leadership,” he said.
Form er P resident ‘Jim my
Carter and U.S. Labor Secretary
Ann McLaughlin, concluding the
two-day conference Tuesday,
pledged a bipartisan effort to
improve production and urged
Americans to confront the pro
blems of productivity at all
levels, from the family to the in
te r n a tio n a l
ec o n o m ic
marketplace.
“ There should be a national
goal of productivity rate im
provement
of 2 percent,”
Grayson said. “ If we could make
2 percent, we could possibly stay
No. 1.”
Carter said he will make sure
the next president hears the
recommendations
and
ideas
generated by the conference,
which drew top U.S. educators
and executives.
The panelists concluded that

Soft American market takes a bite
out o f Japanese automobile exports
TOKYO (AP) — The yen’s
sharp rise against the dollar and
a soft American market cut into
th e n u m b e r o f J a p a n e s e
automobiles exported to the
U nited S tates and pushed
Japan’s total car exports down
for a second consecutive year, an
official said Wednesday.
Toshiharu Nishimasu of the
Japan Automobile Manufactur
ers’ Association said Japan ex
ported 6.27 million cars during
the fiscal year ended March 31,
down 4.9 percent from the
previous year.
He said it was the second con
secutive year that automobile
exports had declined.
Exports to the United States,
Japan’s major car importer, fell
by 11.3 percent from a year
earlier to 3,011,514 vehicles, he
said. That included 2,214,149

passenger cars, down 3.7 percent
from fiscal 1986; 797,361 trucks,
down 27.1 percent; and four
buses, up from none the previous
year.
Japan had voluntarily set a
limit of 2.3 million passenger
cars for export to the United
S tates during fiscal 1987,
Nishimasu said.
In addition to slump in the
U.S. car market, the yen’s rise
against the dollar made Japanese
car more expensive in the United
States, Nishimasu said.
Exports to Europe totaled 1.63
million cars, down 0.7 percent
from the previous fical year. Car
exports to Southeast Asia total
ed 477,780, up 10.0 percent;
while car exports to the Middle
East jumped 29.7 percent to
221,890, the official said.
d0346 iad Poland, Bjt,0522

Americans will have to save
more money to provide the capi
tal for their industries to invest
in technology.
“ The U.S. national savings
rate in 1986 and 1987 was 2 per
cent,” noted Lawrence Summers,
professor of political economics
at Harvard University. The rate
was less than one-third of the
1980 rate and less than oneeighth of Japan’s saving rate.

Conference participants were
split on which policies would best
encourage Americans to save and
invest in the future.
While a majority of partici
pants favored a tax increase to
balance the budget and improve
U.S. productivity, Stanford Uni
versity Professor Robert Hall
received scattered applause when
he said a tax increase would be a
serious mistake.

Striking Polish steelmen
hold out for more money
WARSAW, Poland (AP) —
T housands
of
s tr ik in g
steelworkers Wednesday rejected
a big pay raise and held out for
more money, and Solidarity
leader Lech Walesa called for na
tionwide. pressure on authorities
to improve the economy.
The widening strike in its se
cond day at the sprawling Lenin
steel mill outside Krakow was
the biggest industrial action in
Poland since the 1981 crackdown
on the now-outlawed Solidarity
trade union, and it posed the
sharpest challenge yet to gov
ernm ent
econom ic
reform
policies.
Another strike was threatened
Friday at the 18,000-worker
Stalowa Wola heavy machinery
plant in southeast Poland, and
the government prepared to
enter talks Thursday with transit
workers’ representatives seeking
higher pay.
In a mood of accelerating de
mands, striking steel workers
called on the government to
double the $IS compensation
paid for recent price increases to
large groups of society, including
industrial
workers,
retirees,,
teachers and health workers, beikers also demanded an im
mediate 50 percent raise on the

• SAN D W IC H BAR
• D ELI
• FROZEN YO G U R T

average $105 paid monthly pay
to the steel plant’s 32,000
workers, and turned down a
management offer of $50 in
phased-in raises this year.
The strike committee “ firmly
rejected” the offer that was
broadcast over loudspeakers to
the workers Wednesday in a bid
to break the strike, said Jacek
Kuron, a Solidarity adviser in
Warsaw.
Organizers said 12,000 workers
were on strike at the mill, with
many staying at the site after
th e ir s h if ts . G o v e rn m e n t
spokesman Jerzy Urban said the
number was 2,000.
“ The mood is great,” said
W ieslaw
M azurkiew icz,
a
member of a hastily established
strike committee, reached by
telephone at the plant just before
the resumption of negotiations at
6 p.m.
Outwardly, the plant appeared
calm, with no banners and little
activity.
Walesa lent his support to the
strikers Wednesday in a state
ment issued from his home in
Gdansk.
“ Our union appeals to all living
social forces ... for the undertak
ing of united actions to put
pressure on the authorities.”

580 Cypress #N-1
in PismoBeach
I^Cypress Landing)

BUY ONE SANDWICH AT
THE REGULAR PRICE AND GET
a SANDWICH OF EQUAL OR LESSER
VALUE AT 1/2 PRICE!
Limit one per customer--exp. 6/1/88

PHONE ORDERS AND
TA K E -O U T A V A IL A B L E
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LOOKING FOR A QUIET
PIACE TO UVE?
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If you have ever heard of
MURRAY ST. STATION,:
you know our reputation fori
V/

^
*■*:

• 1 & 2 bedroom furnished opts
*10 min. walk to campus
•Solar-heated swimming pool
•Low Utilities
• 10 or 12 month lease

’ .4 » •

I

K f ‘C-

Murray St. Station is now leasing for fall. If you would like information, or would like to look at our models, stop
by or call anytime M-F 8-5:00, or Sat 9-12:00.
Murray St. Station
1262 Murray Ave., SLO, CA
.............................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................................................. .........................
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Job interviews made easy for June
grads, care o f Placement Center
By Jenny Lampman
staff Writer

I

.

A

.V t

—

Spring quarter may mean fun
in the sun for a lot of students,
but for those who’ll be flipping
their tassels in June, this may be
one of the most stressful
quarters with the job search in
full swing.
An important part of getting a
job is a successful job interview.
The Placement Center offers
many services for students going
through the interviewing pro
cess, including workshops on in
terviewing skills, videotaped
mock interviews and on-campus
interviewing with companies
throughout the United States.

LfTTERlNG

■AMMALAß05E

e

CARTOON CRIMINALS: Do we really want them
as role models for our children?
(Celebrity characters impersonated).

AHENTION ALL MAJORS...

PLASTICS
AND
PACKAGING...
UNFOLDING...

PLASTICS
AND
P A C K A G IN G
SYMPOSIUM!!

Students are eligible to par
ticipate in the on-campus inter
views three quarters before
graduation. The companies in
terviewing are usually large
firms which can predict the
number of entry-level positions
many months in advance.
Education about interviewing
e m p h a siz e s
re s e a rc h in g
organizations with which stu
dents are interviewing, and
soul-searching — discovering
personal strengths, weaknesses
and motives.
Dressing for success, being
punctual, cordial, and appearing
relaxed yet confident are addi
tional tips from the Placement
Center.
“ You can usually expect them
(employers) to ask your life his
tory and goals, and they usually
give you a chance to ask ques
tions about the company,” said
graduating business major John
Schw endig, who has been
through several on-campus in
terviews.

For pending graduates, the Placement Center offers job interview
workshops, which include videotaped mock interviews and on-campus in
terviewing with companies across the nation.

Recruiter Rob Pollock from
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems
Company said he’s been im
pressed with the Cal Poly stu
dents he’s seen so far.
“ You can tell there’s some
good training going on. Most of
the people are
technically
capable,” said Pollock.
Although Pollock says he has
seen some things (in students) he
tries not to get too hung up on,
they really stick in his mind.
“ One person came in in a string
tie ... it sends a signal. An inter
view suit is usually expected,”
said Pollock.
Another thing that discourag
ed Pollock was when one interMIMMB

n u c iO T o««Nias
c iu a o * A M fa iC A

A New Future
M A N Y N E W A N D EXC ITIN G OPPORTUNITIES IN '
THE PLASTICS A N D P A C K A G IN G INDUSTRIES.
C O M E LEARN FR O M A C T U A L INDUSTRIAL
SPEAKERS A N D T E C H N IC A L PRESENTATIONS
THIS INDUSTRY HAS TO OFFER Y O U !!!

viewee misspelled a word on his
application.
Recruiter William Crites from
Lifescan agreed that most stu
dents know how to handle
themselves in interviews.
Crites emphasized that inter
viewees should elaborate on an
swers, “ don’t just say yes or no,”
and expand on their career inter
ests.
Crites also quipped about the
types of jobs students have
sought lately.
“ Doesn’t anyone want to do
anything besides management?
Soon there’s going to be too
many chiefs and not enough In
dians,” he said.

«
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544-9340
GASOLINE • DIESEL

8 A.M. • S P.M.
MON. - FRI.

TRANSAXLE
REBUH.OINO

SP EC IA LIZ IN G IN C O M P LET E
S E R V IC E A R E P A IR ON
VOLK9 WMEM - POR9 CME - MUDi - i
PEVQECfT • c m o a t
2899 VicMiHon Rood, Son Iw t Obiipo

D ATES:
THURSDAY, APRIL 28 (10:30-3:30)
FRIDAY, APRIL 29 (10:30-3:30)
CHUM ASH AUDITORIUM

There were potatoes aplenty
at Poly Royal, but only one
was the original

Mustang Dally Coupon

OFF
Spud

lU N LIM ITED I
Is Higuera
_| Archer ..

'T U « , C A evcií^vvil
VXedJtVo/vxA^ \S aSt)0

Students
Can Lean On
Woodside.

F. McLintocks
li

Your job is learning. Ours is creating a
winning environment. Woodside of
fers students everything needed for
success: convenience to school and
shopping, responsive management,
spacious, private bedrooms, excellent
security and no-hassle parking.
Leasing terms are outstanding, too.
Call, or come see our furnished model
(open daily 10 to 7) and beautiful,
wooded environment.

O lH IlM fíil

redeemable
at store only
one coupon per customer
543-6867
Archer & Pismo
with this coupon
expires May 11, 1988

14<

H.

Designed and ipaintained
for student success.

GRADUATE TO
KINKO'S

4,

Woodside
200 N . S a n ta R osa S t., S I C) •

L /'

Thursday Special
Prime Rib
$9.75
686 HIGUERA

Go to the head of the class with
a great-looking professional
resume from Kinko’s.

kinko's
54f)-8.S81

9 7 3 FOOTHILL
8 8 2 MARSH

5 4 3 -0 7 7 1
5 4 3 -3 3 6 3

M ustang Daily

CALENDAR
thursday
•Mortar Board Honor Society
will sponsor a President’s Forum
Thursday at 11 a.m. in the U.U.
plaza. Cal Poly President Warren
Baker will answer students’
questions.
•Don Lazere, an English pro
fessor, will speak on “ The Media:
A Force for Freedom or Social
Control?’’ Thursday at 11 a.m. in
U.U. 220. The event is part of the
Arts and Humanities Lecture
Series.
•Tri Beta Biological Honor
Society will sponsor a speaker
from the San Luis Obispo
Department of Health Thursday
at 11 a.m. in Science North 206.
This is the society’s second lec
ture in a series on AIDS.
•SPE, SPHE and the IT
department are sponsoring a

symposium on Plastics and
Packaging, “ Unfolding the New
Future,’’ all day Thursday and
Friday in Chumash Auditorium.

friday
•The Latin American Student
Association is sponsoring a Latin
American symposium Friday at
5 p.m. in U.U. 220. Various
speakers will discuss Latin
American issues.

Saturday
• “ T a rd e a d a ,” a cu ltu ral
gathering, will be sponsored by
the Multi-Cultural Center and
Cal Poly Latino/Hispanic clubs
Saturday from noon to 6 p.m. at
Grange Hall (2880 Broad St.).
•The Poly Christian Fellowship
is sponsoring an Aggie Stomp

Thursday , April 2 8 ,1988
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COUPLES
and Talent Show Saturday at 6
p.m. in the Main Gym. Admis
sion is free.

Sunday
•A food and clothes collection
for Nicaragua’s poor will be held
Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m. in the
Safeway parking lot at 1221
M arsh S t.. The U n itarian
Fellowship, CASAS, Madre, and
Students for Social Responsibili
ty are sponsoring the event,
which will also be held May 8 and
15. Toys, household goods and
money are also being collected.

From page 5

when a spouse receives a promo
tion or better job offer in another
part of the state or country,’’
Stultz said.
U.S. Census Bureau figures
show that the median age of
American women when they first
marry is 23.3 years, the highest
since the government began to
keep the statistics. The median
age of the bridegroom is 25.5
years, the oldest since 1900.
The trend seems to lead away
from marriage right out of col
lege. Graduates are looking at
their options as individuals first,
and commitment will come later.
Stultz said that although many
wait to marry, there are those
who jump into commitment out
of a fear of the outside world.
“ By the time you’re a senior.

you’ve already seen friends from
high school marry,’’ he said.
Stultz said there is a common
worry among students that
they’ll be left behind. He also
said students are concerned that
they won’t meet the same type of
people in the work world that
they feel secure with in college.
This worry gets coupled with a
“ burn-out” on the single scene,
dating, bars, etc.
Stultz said however, that since
there are a lot more people
waiting to marry while they
establish careers, there are a lot
more creative activities for
singles to involve themselves in,
such as health clubs and recrea
tion activities. He said the
outlook for finding a successful
relationship may be even better
after graduation.

C LASSIFIED

FINALLY

A MORE CONVENIENT LOCATION TO
SUBMIT YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS. THE
MUSTANG DAILY IS NOW ACCEPTING
ADS AT THE UU INFO DESK. THE
DEADLINE FOR ALL CLASSIFED ADS
IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE
MU DELTA PHI ELECTIONS
candidate meeting today, April 28
11am in SciN lobby. More? 544-1793

SHPE MEETING

ELECTIONS SPEECHES
THUR APRIL 28 6-PM MEP(BLDG 40)

SOCIETY FOR ADVANCMENT OF
MANAGEMENT(SAM) would like to thank
club members,students, guests & all
those who helped make Poly Royal
a success. Special Olympics & Post
Party Fri Apr.29.Details at meeting
Thurs 11am Ag Eng 123. See you there

YOU 2 CAN CAMP and CANOE May 7&8
Exciting camping trip to Lake San
Antonio. lncluding:windsurfing,BBQ,
canoeing,games. Details in the Es
cape Route UU 112 or 756-1287!!!!

‘SCHOOL CAN W4IT;
IT’S GREEK WEEK ‘88!’
AON is fired up for Greek Week.

GET YOUR PICTURE TAKEN IN THE ALL
GREEK PHOTO. THIS FRIDAY AT 3:00
IN MUSTANG STADIUM

AO

WISHES ALL GREEKS GOOD LUCK AND
LOTS OF FUN DURING GREEK WEEK ’88
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW
ACTIVES
OF
DELTA CHI

AEO
THE POLY ROYAL BBQ VAS A SUCCESS!
LET’S KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK
DURING GREEK WEEK '88!

ASl EXECSTAFF

GINA - WE ARE ALL SO PROUD OF
YOUR PERFORMANCE AT GREEK GOD
DESS. IN OUR HEARTS YOU WERE
THE REAL WINNER.
LOVE BROS OF DELTA SIG

Career Planing Workshops
Tues & Thur APRIL 26th & 28th
Jesperson Hall 756-2511
SUNGLASSES!! 9 major brands, all
styles. 10% off with a cal poly ID
VUARNETBUCCLOAKLEYSKI-OPTICS,
RAYBAN,HOBIE,GARGOYLE,SUNCLOUD,
MAUI JIMS AND REVOS. The Sea Barn
Avila Beach!! Open 7 days a week
WE STOCK ALL STYLES!!!
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE.______________________________
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE JOIN
ASl STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES
Applications for Directors of:
PALS,YOUTH EDUCATION,SENIORS,
OUTREACH STUDENTS FOR SHELTER,
SPECIAL EVENTS and OFFICER BOARD
POSITIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED.
UU 217 756-2476. DUE 4/29.

ELLEN B.

THIS ONE’S FOR YOU
T o n e l y o r b o r e d o r ???
Sign up for a fun craft class in
your UU Craft Center! Try It!!
LOOKING FOR A LITTLE XCITEMENT
Come seakayaking May 1 or rock
climbing seminar May 5 & climbing
on May 7&8. Details in Escape Rte
UU112 or call 756-1287 for fun!!!________

MARGOT

TWO DOWN. ONE TO GO.
GOOD LUCK. LOVE, LARRY
Ready for a luxury houseboat trip?
Attractive 35-year-old businessman
looking for attractive lady in mid
20’s with petite, shapley figure
for a week of fun in the sun on
Lake Havasu 5/1 -5/8. Non-smoker, no
drugs. Call 438-3617 LEAVE MESSAGE
REUNION!
LONDON STUDY
SUMMER ‘87
Friday April 29, 8pm
Call Robb
544-0243

Single mom with 9 year old daughter
Looking for master bedroom
for rent.Must like kids.No drugs.
Ask for Jenny 549-9025 Lv msg.

ALL GREEKS

‘HERE'S TO YOU* PRESENTS
The Best BALLOON BOUQUETS in town
13 BALLOONS $11.95 6 FOR $6.00
FREE DELIVERY CALL 544-4759

Applications Now Available
Any One Can Apply. Applications
in UU217A!Call 756-1291 for
more information. Applications
must be turned in by May 6th.

MOUTHPIECE, Clear plastic
Found on Slack St. near Cal Poly
Turned into UU info. desk.

HEY ALPHA CHI1987 Greek Week CHAMPS!
Let’s Do It AGAIN in '88

‘Strip-tease to please!’ by
Catalina 772-5809
CENTRAL COAST EDITING SERVICES.
Let us bring out the best in your
writing project. We specialize in
scholarly material, and offer a
full range of editing services.
For details, call 688-9791.

IT’S NEW

THE MUSTANG DAILY NOW HAS A
MORE CONVENIENT PLACE FOR YOU TO
SUBMIT CLASSIFIED ADS.
THE UU INFO DESK NOW HAS A
MUSTANG DAILY DROP BOX. THE
DEADLINE FOR ALL CLASSIFIED ADS
IS 10 AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE
JUNE GRADUATES;IT'S NOT TOO
LATE TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
DONE. REMEMBER YOUR ACHIEVMENT
WITH A SENIOR PORTRAIT
BY DAVID GREY 541-2858 MWFAVEEK
ENDS 6-9PM: NO SITTINGS BOOKED
PAST 5/27/88

funny how the
NIGHT MOVES
Annual Fun Run...Thursday,May 12,
6;15pm.Register at Rec Sports.
INTERESTED IN OWNING YOUR OWN
BUSINESS? IF SO, DON’T MISS THE
‘INNOVATONS
AND
E N TR E P R E 
NEURSHIP’
CONFERENCE MAY 13 AT THE SAN
LUIS BAY INN. REGISTRATION FORMS
AVAILABLE IN BUSINESS BLDG. DEANS
OFFICE. FOR MORE INFO CALL MARGE
AT 756-2704 OR DAVE AT 549-9297
O.H. CLUB INVITES YOU ALL
TO

THE MAY DAY
GALA
SEMI-FORMAL BENEFIT DANCE
THIS SAT. APR. 30th 8:30PM ELKS
LODGE $5 TICKETS GET THEM NOW
IN OH DEPT. OFFICE,STOREROOM

PARTY WITH
BILLY ZOOM AND THE FLASHBACKS
AT THE WILDFLOWER TRIATHLON
APRIL 30 QUESTIONS? 544-6288
SCRAMBLE GOLF TOURNAMENT
4 member teams - $7 per team Fri
April 29, 2pm at Los Osos Sea Pines
Golf Course. Sign up in Rec Sports
by 4/27. Great Prizes!!

15% DISCOUNT THIS WEEK ONLY!
SR PROJECTS & RESUMES 544-1305
ACADEMIC Word processing. $1.50/
pg. Marcy 541-4214 _____________
Accurate TYPIST:Corrects All Your
Spell,Punct,Grammar $2pg 543-3764
EXP Typist with LASER PRINTER
Will also format & laser print
from your IBM comp disc 544-7676
Fast Service-Exprncd-Sen Proj/etc.
$1 50/pg 541-0168/541-7773 Chris

FRI.29 SAT.30 AT THE FREMONT
1 ROUND TRIP AIRLINE TICKET
FOR THE BEST TOGA COSTUME.

INSTRUCTORS NEEDED. SUMMER JOBS
FOR GRADUATES WITH EXCELLENT
SAT, GRE, MCAT, OR GMAT SCORES.
CALL PAMELA 685-5767
NATONAL MARKETING CO. SEEKS
AMBITIOUS & RELIABLE GROUP/INDIV
TO MANAGE PROMOTIONS ON CAMPUS
CALL RANDI AT 1-800-592-2121
PAID OVERSEAS VACATION
THOUSANDS OF JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR STUDENTS WORLDWIDE-TOURISM
HOTELS-SUMMER CAMPS-TEACHING
CALL 408-998-8402 BETWEEN 9-4
PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
Phones,Assist customers, daily
papenwork & office clean-up.Apply
in person at 5450 Edna Rd.SLO
Located by SLO Airport.544-1318
SITTER WANTED for 5yr. old Shell
Bch. boy. Fri/Sun nites plus 2
aft/eves wkly. Cooking and dishes
20-25 hrs. Salary plus bonus for
active, reliable person. Refs and
own trans. 773-4941

I’m still here.For typing you can
trust call Susie. 528-7805 Thanks
LASER PRINTED TYPING
CalLThe Latest Word 528-8505
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING
Sr. Projects! Papers! Spell Check
Computer Education Svcs. 528-5049

MACINTOSH FOR SALE includes:
Mac512k;400k internal drive, 400k
external drive, mouse, keyboard,
security sys,carrying case &more!
$800 or best offer.Scott:549-0893

RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO
BEACH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE
Senior Projects/Reports/Resumes
Macintosh/Laser Prints
Kathryn 528-4286 (Slo p/u & drop)

LAST CHANCE TO TRAVEL WITH CAL
POLY THIS JUNE.P.V.Mexico,Hawaii
Europe, Bahamas. Deadlines this
week. Sign-up at Gulliver TC in UU
546-8612

OWN ROOM $275 AVAIL 6-10-88
NICE APT NEAR DNTN 541-8010
Own Room in House Half mile from
Poly $250/month includes util,
call 546-9074
OWN room in house on So. Chorro
with two Engr. Students Quiet
Clean, Fireplace Avail. 4-1-88
270 mo. 549-9265
OWN room in 2 Bdrm house near Cal
Poly, available 6/15 or for Fall.
$240.00 call Sharia 544-9366
WANTED:ROOMATE MAY 1st
MALE/FEMALE $225/mo.
CALL ASAP 544-6288

3BR 1 3/4-M/2 BATH 2 CAR GARAGE
COUNTRY HOME,DOG RUN W/ OR W /0
HORSE PRIVILIGES IN ROLLING
HILLS. FAMILY ONLY.AVAIL APPROX
6/15 RENT 1ST W/SECURITY DEP.
ERNIE 543-5614 OR 541-1921
APT for lease 6-16-88 to 6-15-89,
2 bedrm turn for 4, near Poly,
$560/mo,water,cable,garb Pd.
543-8517 or 544-5385

RENTAL LISTS

FARRELL SMYTH PROPERTY MANAGE
MENT
21 Santa Rosa, Suite 100
San Luis Obispo,Ca 93401
(805)543-2636
FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12
MONTH LEASE 543-1452
HOUSE/DUPLEX 2 BEDROOM. 1BTH.
ALL UTILITIES PD. WALK TO POLY
675/MO. 541-5170

HONDA ELITE 125 SCOOTER RED
XLNT-PRFCT COND. $975 O.B.O 549-0525

Nishiki 15 speed Mtn.Bike Excellent
cond. $200 O.B.O 549-9616 after 6pm

79 MG Midget partially restored
Colleen 544-7487
make an offer.Call Colli
85 MAZDA RX7 EXCELLENT COND.
2YR WARRANTY $7500 528-8556
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142
ext. 8545

R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona),LASER PRINTER w/100-i-type fonts,
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591
EXPERIENCED CP TYPIST 543-0550

Fern Rmt needed Beg May 15 own Rm
in 2bdrm Twnhse Frplce,yrd,Dshwshr,
275.00/mo inci water,trash,cable
cali 541-5867. Jackie

FREE

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS,CALL
BONNIE 543-0520, EVES.

FOR GREEK WEEK

ANIMAL HOUSE

ASl TRAVEL CENTER is now accepting
applications for a Fall of 88
Travel Counselor. Help set up trips
around the world, assist others
in their travel plans & more. App
due by May 5th in the ASl Business
office located in the Univ. Union.

4 SALE:! WIN BED-$50,2 COUCHES$30 EACH,10 SPEED BIKE-$15 OBO
CALL 543-9071

HEY AXO, GET EXCITED FOR THE
ITALIAN WEDDING. LET’S GET
MARRIED. BRO’S OF LAMBDA CHI
To our Greek Goddess SANDRA
We love you. Gamma Phi Beta!!!

FIRST AID CERTIFICATION
thru Rec Sports Sunday,May 15,9am
Register at Rec Sports UU118.

1 or 2 F RMT NEEDED TO SHARE
SPACIOUS LAGUNA LAKE TOWNHOUSE
CALL DEBBI AT 541-2971
1F Rmmate 2 share Ig room in nice
furnished apt 4 88/89 school year
Lots of extras. Close to Poly
$245/mo. Also avail summer88 185/
obo. Please call 544-3309

BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES LISTED
FREE INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE
ON CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
CENTURY 21-541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE? FOR A FREE LIST OF
ALL THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSES AND
CONDOS IN SLO, CALL STEVE NELSONFARRELL SMYTH,lnc. 543-8370 (Lv Msg)
Cal Poly Student/Parents:Save
$$,buy property your student
can live in. 2 houses/lot w.
assum.mtge. $120,000 from Cal
Poly parent,days 415 588-4558
eves.415 728-7774
CLOSE TO POLY 3 BR 1 BA $132,000
3 BR 2 BA $189,000-CONDOS $77,000
-(- UP-IDEAL FOR STUDENTS. CALL JIM
541-5101 OR ANITA 544-1519 FOR A
LIST OF HOMES-CENTURY 21 TEAM. SLO
CUTE HOUSE BY CAMPUS. 3bdrm,2 1/2
bth, BBQ, FRPLC. VERY NICE!
Avail 88-89 for group of Christian
girls-$1350. Day:408-562-3859
eves collect 408-446-3108
Ask for Jan.

2 PERSONS FOR FALL 88 ONLY
EACH W /OW N ROOM,FURNISHED APT
AT WOODSIDE 549-9761 JASON/TED

WHY THROW IT ALL AWAY ON RENT?
CLEAN MOBILHOME IN NICE SLO PARK
LG 1 BR 1 BA PERFECT FOR 1 OR 2
POOL SPA RECRM $29,900 541-4944

2M/F Rmmates needed 2 share rm.
PRIVATELY OWNED Cedar Creek Condo
4 Sept88-June89. Only 230 ea. (SAVE
45 a month each.) 546-9083 Karen
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SYLLABUS
From page 1

would increase by $800 million in
1988-89 under Prop 71,” Gooden
said.
Kenneth Riener, a business
professor, opposed the resolution
even though he’s in favor of
Proposition 71 because he felt it
would project a poor image of the
senate.
‘‘The resolution comes off
sounding very self-serving,”
Riener said. ‘‘It’s sort of like a
pig looking up from a trough and
grunting for more and then put
ting his nose back in.”
Gooden said the proposition is
important because the changing
demographics and rising number
of students in California mean
larger demands are being placed
on the budget then Article
XIIIB allows for.
‘‘The
form ula
cu rren tly
employed by Article XIIIB of
the California Constitution to
determine the limit placed on
state spending is flawed so as to
cause 'expenditures to fall in
creasingly behind actual demand
on state resources,” the resolu
tion states.
The senate rejected a resolu
tion on the use of an optional
student evaluation to provide
feedback on an instructor’s
classroom performance.
According to a proposal sub
mitted by ASI, use of the stu
dent instructional report would

provide a means of developing
the educational quality at Cal
Poly.
Paul Murphy, a mathematics
professor, opposed the resolution
because of the expenses involved
in implementing the program and
said the current evaluation
system is adequate.
‘‘There is no case for this,
we’ve been evaluated enough,”
Murphy said. ‘‘Everything that
this proposes to do is being done
now. This costs money and we
don’t have it.”
Lee Burgunder, a business
professor, expressed support for
the resolution because of its
potential to provide feedback to
instructors about their teaching.
‘‘I’ve always been a little bit
confused about what is man
dated by the university in terms
of student ev a l u a t i o n s , ”
Burgunder said. ‘‘The one that
we use in our school is a joke.
It’s a joke in that it gives me ab
solutely no feedback.”
Alan Cooper, a biological
sciences professor, said he polled
more than 108 faculty members
and all but two were opposed to
the evaluation because of its ef
fects on the classroom environ
ment.
‘‘Student evaluations lead to
grade inflation and a lowering of
academic standards,” Cooper
said. ‘‘This is my primary con
cern.”

Garfield Arms
Apartments

At

738 Grand Avenue, S.L.O
*N ice ly furnished 1 and 2 bedroom apartments * Pool and laundry
facilities * Rec Room * BBQ Pits and microwaves * Year lease w ith
reduced summer rates (Ten m onth lease also available)
*W eeklv rates on fu lly furnished units,
and that includes

linens, utensils,

m icrowave, and other amenities.

N O W RENTING
Agent 543-9119 or
Manager 543-7835

r
BUY A N Y SIZE FOUNTAIN ORANGE JUICE: 8. 16 or 2 0 o i.. AND RECEIVE A FREE
TICKET FOR WEEKLY DRAWINGS AT

T h e Sandw ich Plant & T h e Snack Bar
Two winners every week! Win at either
the Sandwich Plant or The Snack Bar and
choose your prize from our prize catalog!

Drawing Dates
4 -1 5 -8 8
4 -2 2 -8 8
4 -2 9 -8 8

Register as often as you like'
Need not be present to win!
Details for FREE DRAWING available at both locations

AUDIT
From page 1
may help them when they go out
and get a job.”
"
Even though they are not get
ting a grade for the class, stu
dents that choose to audit do
have to register and pay for tak
ing the class. ‘‘If you only
wanted to take one class at Poly
and you wanted to audit it,” said
Dallman, ‘‘you must pay for it
just like you’re getting a grade
for it, the only thing is you don’t
get a grade.”
Dallman herself audited a cou
ple of history classes when she
was a student because she was
interested in the subject, but
didn’t want to jeopardize her
grades.
‘‘I didn’t take the tests and I
didn’t write the paper, all I did
was go to class and watch the
films,” she said. ‘‘But 1 picked
up a lot of information that way.
I think that’s what a lot of stu
dents do.”
Katherine Bay, a senior biolo
gy student who has audited sev
eral classes at Poly, said, ‘‘I
don’t think 1 learn best under
pressure. I do best studying
what 1 want to study. (Through
auditing) I’m able to learn the
things that I’m interested in.
I’ve gotten an incredible amount
out of these classes.”
Alexandra Frerking, a senior
aeronautical engineering student
who is auditing human factors

i y

engineering this quarter, said she
is auditing this course because,
‘‘I’m interested in the course I’m
taking, but I don’t want to worry
about the pain of tests. I don’t
need the units, I don’t need it for
a grade, ... (but) I think it’s an
important course for my major.”
Jack Frusetta, a senior agri
cultural engineering student who
is auditing advanced surveying
this quarter, said choosing to
audit has been advantageous for
him. ‘‘The main advantage is
removing the restrictions of
homework and exams,” he said.
‘‘You’re not taking it for a grade
so you can get out of it what you
want and concentrate on what
you think is important in the
class.”
Sharon Hudspeth, a sophomore
industrial engineering major who
is auditing German conversation
this quarter, said she decided to
audit this course because, ‘‘I’m
taking a tough load now and I
don’t want to worry about more
tests and more homework, but I
still want to keep my skills of
speaking the language. It is
beneficial to not have the
pressure and yet still learn.”
Hudspeth said that one disad
vantage of the audit program is
that, ‘‘sometimes there’s no real
incentive to go to class because
you’re not getting a grade. So
sometimes it’s easy to skip class
and say ‘Oh, it’s no big deal.’ ”

VALENCIA
. . . For Those Who Want It All!
Private Bedrooms

Heated Swimming Pool

Weight Room

Computer/Study Room

- Olympic Free Weights
Universal Machines

- IBM. Compatibles
- access to Cal Poly Mainframe

Fitness Center

10 or 12 Month Leases

-

- free aerobics

Cal Poly Shuttle Bus
-

leaves every half hour
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THE MUSTANG TAVERN
1347 Monterey, San Luis Obispo

Specials...

WED. & F R I . . . 2 5 C m u g s / $ 1 . 7 5 p i t c h e r s
SATURDAY....$i.oo c o r o n a
SUNDAY ...... $2.00 PITCHERS
*6 Pool Tables ALL The Time*

We believe Valencia is the finest student housing in San
Luis Obispo. But we don't want you to just take our word for it.
We invite you to look at our competition (Cedar Creek,
Murray St. Station, Stenner Glenn, Mustang Village, Foothill
Hacienda, and others) and then look at Valencia.

WeWe confident you^ll choose Valencia!

555 Ramona Drive

543-1452

